
SABER BALLIN’ CLUB Minutes 11/04/2015  
6:00-7:30pm 

Tyler Podell 
Ruzica Bartoshevich: President 
Beverly Klug: Vice President 
Carrie Clark: Secretary 
Ann Marie Grulkowski: Treasurer 
 

Updates 
Locker Room 
Locker room posters:  Wants 24 X 36 inches, hung vertically above the 
lockers.  The posters will have a design that Coach Gricar is working on.  They will 
say “Franklin Verses (opponent’s name)” and a place for our score.  We will have 
one for all the teams that we play.  Then Coach is working on posters that will have 
motivational sayings on them (to be on poster foam board).  Tyler looking to print 
from his school, unsure if he will laminate them.   
Magnets:  Coach Gricar is working on design and cost.  Saw samples, size (2 X 8) 
Cost is anywhere from $5, $8, or $10.  Most likely going with the $8 magnet ($120 
total cost).  Decided on the rectangle design without the basketball hanging off the 
end. Magnets will just be for Varsity.  Gold Duct tape for JV, Black duct tape for 
freshman.   
Cushions:  Still looking at the idea, maybe a seamstress??? 
 
Fan Appreciation Night 
Black and Gold T-shirts:  Each kid in the program will get 3 sets (6 shirts 
each)  They will keep one set and hand the 2 sets out to two different 
people.  Varsity will come out in gold after half-time.  Cost is $5 per shirt. (we need 
135 of each color) (270 toal shirts x $5=$1,350).  We will be taking $999.00 out of 
Booster funds and Coach will be paying for $351 out of his school funds.  The 
reason...BAllin Club does not need to vote if the cost of the check that needs to be 
written is less than $1,000.  Design was finalized.   
Sizes:  10% 2XL, 25% Extra Large, 40% Large, 25% Medium 
Tickets:  Coaches are comping the tickets for the fans that are receiving the t-
shirts to be paid for either through personal funds or fundraising.  (tickets are $3 
and $4)  

• working on song for half-time-maybe Black and Gold (Garage Band app to 
change lyrics 

• Moving forward on inflatable couch 
 
Advertising for Try-outs   

1. Stamp announcement on the Saber Slate 
2. Student Email 
3. Other Digital Announcements 
4. Flyers on Student Lockers, Display Case, and West Wall of the Cafeteria 

 
Action Items: 
Carrie: Notes and whole group email for next meeting on November 30th 
Ann Marie:  Working on account for Bank 



Tyler:  Checking with Sara on moving forward with the t-shirts and fan night. other 
coaches are working on posters for the locker room and magnets. Looking for a 
slightly cheaper deal on shirts.  Will get back to Bev. 
Bev: Will be ordering t-shirts as soon as we get the okay from Coach. 
 


